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sensationalized ideas. Especially in that first literary output, I wanted to show that there is evidence to support his theories, and not only evidence, but also many evidence. When I read the book a few years ago, I was completely absorbed on page one. The interest of my uncle in the subject of ancient civilizations and human origins derived from his
reading of the Hebrew Bible, or the Old Testament, in his original Hebrew, and then comparing what he had read with the translations into common English that more than not the sense was made. Most biblical scholars and archaeologists consider that ancient writings are allegory, myth, and/or legend, no matter whether the original writings of the
Bible are of the Bible or are sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian, Egyptian, Greek or Roman. Sitchin's premise was this: What if these old tales are not legend, myth or allegory? What if they're history? The incident that aroused his interest in this compelling question occurred when he was a schoolteacher in Israel during the time of the British mandate. His
interest had been provoked at a crucial moment (which we will discuss later in the book) and a life spent on research, study of languages, travel and museum visits would occur. He accumulated so much fascinating evidence and developed so many fascinating theories and chorus ideas that his wife, Rina, encouraged him to stop talking and start
writing. As a result, he became the author of fourteen volumes of non-fiction on the subject of ancient civilizations; the first of which, on the twelfth planet, was published in 1976. Sitchin led tours to see the places and ancient artifacts he mentioned in his books and began to do what he called Sitchin Studies seminars. I started attending the seminars
to provide support,with the record or doing what I needed to do to doThat things worked without problems. In these seminars, I was lucky to be able to hear him talk about the topics of his books and listen to the questions of his readers and the answers he gave. His words were always carefully chosen, since he did not want to imply or present any
idea that he did not have extensive evidence and a firm conclusion in his mind about how the idea fits into the history of Anunnaki (those who who came from the sky to the sky to the Earth). Recent readers often asked him to discuss several theories of other scholars, or to comment on aspects of the ancient civilization that had not investigated or
written, or for which they did not have a only conclusion or sufficient evidence. In these cases, he invariably would find an educated way of rejecting and saying only what he knew it was true. This integrity was a large part of his character and one of the reasons why he was very respected and believing. His goal in writing was to share the information
that he felt that it was of vital importance for all of us, as a human family, to know about our origins. He said he was a reporter, writing the history of Anunnaki registered by the ancient peoples. He had always the detractors and those who attributed ideas that he had never discussed, much less written. However, there were also readers and
associates of all the lumbites of life that were presented with material that could help him with his research. Some of these collaborators of the scene were professionals who were worried that when their ideas were supported by their ideas or academic careers, they are dangerous or destroyed. Professional condemnation to think outside the
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otnemucod nu ed arutcel al euq aredisnoc rodaro lE .odacram res aÃrdop odacifingis oyuc n³Ãiccudart anu ne raifnoc euq aÃrdnet on euq ol rop ,lanigiro amoidi us ne lairetam rahcevorpa aÃreuq ol³Ãs ,nihctiS ed n³Ãicagitsevni al nE .odnarepo ¡Ãtse rotcudart le euq ne sopmeit sol ed otcudorp nu odneis omoc Ãsa ,rotcudart led odnum led n³Ãisiv al y
odnof le ,aicneirepxe al ne adasab n³Ãicaterpretni a satejus n¡Ãtse n©Ãibmat senoiccudart saL .sotneve sose ed ailpma s¡Ãm n³Ãisiv anu etimrep onredom ojo nu noc sotneve somsim sol rariM y y sotse a rednopser arap ,ariter es âsonairemus solâ augitna etneg al y ,s¡Ãrta norajed euq aicnedive questions. This book, The Chronicles Anunnaki, seeks to
provide an overview of the information provided in the seven volumes of the Earth Chronicles and includes, for the first time, lectures, articles, letters and other works by Zecharia Sitchin that have never been published in the form of a book. The Chronicles Anunnaki begin with a general discussion by Sitchin of the origins of our solar system and the
planets in their courses, thus laying the basis for the subsequent conversation about the Anunnaki. In the first chapter he also describes his conceptual cosmological timeline of events, as they belong to the Anunnaki and their presence on our planet. Chapter 2 examines the submersive culture in detail and investigates its genesis as a fully formed
civilization, which flows apparently from nothing. The next chapters constitute a review of the first biblical accounts of the visitors of the space where Sitchin establishes the vital link between the fully formed submersive culture and these former visitors. At this point in our narrative, the epic of submersive creation, Enuma Elish, experiences a
critique of Sitchin, who illustrates, with passages of that venerated text, the real thing that was the events he described. Chapter 6 presents another critical examination, which raises the question this time: Who was the Lord, the God of Heaven? Chapter 7 continues the critical line of thought of Sitchin with a study of the creation of Adam, an early
man who was created as a hybrid by the Anunnaki to work the gold mines on Earth, extracting this precious mineral that would be used to restore the atmosphere of his home planet, Nibiru. Chapters 8 and 9 detail the physical characteristics of the ancient landscape that were of vital importance to the first inhabitants of our planet: the great
pyramids of soiratnemoc soiratnemoc sol y odnuM oveuN le aicah euqofne us arig avitarran artseun solutÃpac sert somix³Ãrp sol nE .ÃaniS led alusnÃnep al ne ÃaniS etnoM le y Fascinating topics such as evidence of giants Allã and how they fit in Sitchin's cosmology. Following this, we headed to the training of the calendar, which meant over the
centuries, and how its development in our history reflects the power struggles that are being fought among the members of the Anunnaki family. Finally, our last chapter brings us back the complete cãrculo, with a nibiru exam and a discussion about the imminent return of it to the earth. In addition, two letters are included that Sitchin adhered to the
New York Times as Apages. They illustrate how careful Zecharia Sitchin was in the presentation of his research and why he was and is as considered as a scholar of the ancient origins of humanity. For those of you who are already readers of Sitchin's work, we hope that having a concise volume that covers the amplitude of his work, as well as a new
material, is a valuable resource for you. For the new readers, we hope that this volume will offer a general vision of its cosmology. In addition, we hope that the interism of him and that we will be able to tell them among those who believe that Zecharia Sitchin was in something, and that they will continue reading and explore these issues. For many of
his readers, the information provided here has answered questions for life that have never been completely explained so far. If it is true, that it is something that Sitchin believed, then it is some of the most important knowledge we have with respect to our origins, and perhaps with respect to our future. Janet Sitchin Janet Sitchin had the honor and
the unique experience of growing in the midst of the increasing knowledge and the fascinating theories of his Tão, Zecharia Sitchin. The academic approach and adventurous spylist captured his imagination from a young age, attracting it to the world of ancient civilizations and human origins. He was one of the attendees of from Zecharia since 1995.
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ed slato ed slato srade srato Detnalp saw Koob siht rof dees eht nehw .doohdlihc morfi mor im dellif sah tnematset dlo .emoc ot saedi retruf rof drabgnirps that he ,hcus sa dna ,gnih shed who could at will soar heavenwards. But these tales were never given credibility, having been branded by scholars from the very beginning as myths. The writings of
the ancient Near East, which include a profusion of astronomical texts, clearly speak of a planet from which these astronauts or gods had come. However, when scholars, fifty and one hundred years ago, deciphered and translated the ancient lists of celestial bodies, our astronomers were not yet aware of Pluto (which was only located in 1930). How
then could they be expected to accept the evidence of yet one more member of our solar system? But now that we too are aware of the planets beyond Saturn, why not accept that ancient evidence for the existence of the Twelfth Planet? As we ourselves venture into space, a fresh look and a literal acceptance of the ancient scriptures is more than
timely. Now that astronauts have landed on the Moon, and unmanned spacecraft explore other planets, it is no longer impossible to believe that a civilization on another planet more advanced than ours was capable of landing its astronauts on the planet Earth sometime in the past. Indeed, a number of popular writers have speculated that ancient
artifacts such as the pyramids and giant stone sculptures must have been fashioned by advanced visitors from another planet¢ÃÂÂfor surely primitive man could not have possessed by himself the required technology. How was it, for another example, that the civilization of Sumer seemed to flower so suddenly nearly 6,000 years ago without a
precursor? But since these writers usually fail to show when, how and above all, from where such ancient astronauts did come¢ÃÂÂtheir intriguing questions remain unanswered speculations. It has taken thirty years of research, of going back to the ancient sources, of accepting them literally, to re-create in my own mind a continuous and plausible
scenario of prehistoric events. The 12th Planet, therefore, To provide the reader with a narrative that gives answers to the specific questions of how much, how much, why and of the day. The evidence that adds consists mainly of the ancient texts and the images themselves. On the 12th planet I have tried to decipher a sophisticated cosmogonide that
explains, perhaps as the modern scientific theories, how the solar system could have been formed, an invading planet trapped in the solar zee, and the earth and other parts of the solar system That has been created. The evidence that I offer includes heavenly maps that deal with the space flight to Earth from that planet, the twelve. Then, in
sequence, follow the dramatic establishment of the first settlements on Earth for the Nephilim. Their boundaries are named; His relationships, loves, jealousy, achievements and struggles are described; the nature of his immortality explained. Above all, the 12th planet intends to trace the transcendental events that led to the creation of man, and the
most advanced by which this was achieved. Then reveals the relationship between man and the seasons of him and sheds fresh light on the meaning of the events in the garden of the edge, of the Tower of Babel, of the great flood. Finally, the man, endowed by his biological creators and materially, ends up shaking his earth gods. This book suggests
that we are not alone in our solar system. However, it can improve instead of reducing faith in a universal almighty. Because, if the Nephilim created man on earth, they could not have been fulfilling a master plan at the same time. Z. New York, February 1977 Sitchin entered more detail on the theme of the 12th planet in this article 1982, "the 12th
planet: the book as history." In this article he describes the main historical events that begin with the creation of the cosmos, our solar system and the planet Earth, and comes to summarize the history of the development of humanity. Even if out of this book we'll look moreon specific topics that are touched in this scheme, before reaching the full
circle at the end of the book through our presentation of the amazing questions: Is the 12th Planet currently in its orbit back to Earth, and what does that mean to us? As we will learn, the 12th Planet returns to the nearness of the Earth every 3,600 years. It is said that the period of his return is marked by general chaos and natural disturbances on
Earth, which seems to be happening today. Let us now learn more about this 12th Planet, thus establishing the context stage for its possible return to Planet Earth in a very near future. The 12th PLANET is based entirely on the Mesopotamian text and pictorial evidence, traced back to the first civilization known in Sumer in the fourth millennium. At
the same time, he constantly draws the parallels with the Old Testament, bringing the Book of Genesis to the life of the twentieth century. Clear of its extensive scientific discussion and evidence, The 12th Planet portrays in terms of the space age the information transmitted in the ancient writings: The creation of the Solar System: First the Sun,
Mercury and a planet called Tiamat; then Venus and Mars; then Jupiter and Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Cataclysm or the Celestial Battle: The apparition from the outer space of a large planet, attracted increasingly to the Solar System until it hit Tiamat, dividing it into two. So the asteroid belt, the comets and the Earth and the Moon were created.
The Origin of Life: The Invasive Planet, our 12th Planet, was the bearer of life in the Solar System. His collision with Tiamat gave the seed of the life of the 12th Planet to Earth (half of Tiamat) about 3.8 billion years ago. Kingship of Heavenn: Captured in Sun orbit, the Doceth Planet orbits in a major comet-like orbit of 3,600 Earth-years, always
returning to theof the Crossing between Mars and Jupiter (once every 3,600 years). Es un planeta radiante, generando generando own heat and atmosphere. Throughout the billions of years, life on it evolved. A few million years ago, evolution culminated in producing intelligent and anthropomorphic beings on the 12th planet. A civilization expands:
civilization develops. There are cities, courts, palaces; Science, technology, space exploration. Also the range of human emotions: love, hate, jealousy. A complex set of guidelines for succession to the throne is developed. Children overthrow parents, brother fight brother for the throne. There are all the material benefits/evils of an advanced
technology. Then some key minerals, some radioactive ones, but above all the gold in which the sophisticated electronic depends are exhausted. Will civilization drowned on the XII planet? A Goldmine called Earth: as a recurring struggle for the throne takes place, the XII planet approaches the cross between Jãºpiter and Mars. A deposed ruler saves
his life taking off in a spacecraft, crawling on the nearby planet. The group happily discovers that the earth also holds life, less evolved but quite similar to that of the XII planet. Nuggets of gold also find nuggets in earth funds. Nine plant years pass; The usurper is deposed. The escapes are rescued and return from the earth with great news: the
essential mineral is available and within the reach of the earth. Landing on the planet Earth: those who came to crash before ... Gésis calls them asã, the Nephilim in Hebrew "return to the earth to obtain their gold. While its spacecraft orbit the land, the first group is lowered in space cups that rush into the Arábigo sea, outside the pyalic gulf.
Directed by the chief/scientist engineer of the Nephilim, they parade to the ground. Marching inside reach the edge of the marshes. There they establish station and sal sal atibro arreiT al sartneiM :sesoiD sol ed sedaduiC .oleiH ed dadE anu rop adarraga ¡Ãtse arreiT al odnauc ,s¡Ãrta so±Ãa 000.544 ed rodederla se opmeit lE .UDIRE namall al y
3,600 times, the 12th planet orbit the sun once. Thus, while tens of thousands of years pass on earth, for the Nephilim the wait is only a short duration in its time scale. Soon the ice age gives way to a climate more than cã¡lido. The Nephilim establishes additional settlements: one as a space port, one as a mission control center, one as a medical
center, and one a metal -rich processing center. They put the cities in a patron that, from above in the air, forms an landing path like arrow. The seeds of the conflict: the decision to proceed with the earth's mission also plants the seed of the conflict; For now the lãder who was first to land and was appointed in.ki (sir To take command. IN. Ki is
renowned E.A. â € ± site of the waters; As the main scientist, he and his fishermen are given the task of extracting gold from the waters of the ocs. The change of command puts the seeds of a conflict that from now on constantly affects the fortunes of the Nephilim and humanity equally. Sex among the gods, tender and violent, is oriented to
succession problems. Mining in southeast of ã frica: the plan to extract gold from the ocs fails. If there is an option: go and dig for gold. The Nephilim rank and file number increases to 600, and some are sent southeast of ã frica (rhodesia?) To dig for gold. Sunset Special Boats, Submarines, transport the mineral south of Mesopotamia, where it melts
and refines; They then withdraw from the earth in transforder ships that rise from the space port and deliver their load to a mother ship that then orbits â € â € Mutiny of the Anunnaki: forty neofilim -ais after having landed - Circa 300,000 makes the earth's Range and archive miners, the Anunnaki (those who came from heaven to earth) murmured.
He It was a visit from EN. IIL to the mining lands (he was there once before—rejected from Mesopotamia after raping a young nurse, who was later married). There was an investigation court. The ruler of the 12th Planet—Enki's father and Enlil—come to Earth, so serious was the crisis. Enlil demanded that the riot leader be executed. The others
joined the mutineers: the work in the mines was actually too hard, they concluded. The Creation of Man: But mining had to continue. A solution was offered: leave NIN. IT—which gives life—the female who was in charge of medicine—creates a primitive worker. I needed the help of the chief scientist. The Being You Want — he said — already exists!
They extracted the genes of a young Nefilim member and merged them into the egg of a captured hominid, an ape-woman. They implanted the fertilized egg in the egg of a woman member of the Nefilim. There was judgment and error; imperfect beings came out. Finally a perfect model of Man was achieved. In addition, fertilized eggs were implanted
in Nephilim female batteries: Adam and Eve were created, the first Homo sapiens. They were at once put to do the hard work, in the mines of southern Africa. The Garden of Eden: At first, Ea kept the new creatures on the Land of Mines. Enlil needed to transport some of them to Mesopotamia to work in the fields there, in the garden of Eden. To do
this, he captured some of them by force, using sophisticated weapons. The new creature — a hybrid — could not procreate. Ea saw his chance to win a new ally on Earth against his perverse and ruthless brother. Like the biblical serpent, he was the god who manipulated man genetically to allow him to procreate. (The Biblical Hebrew to know meant
copular with the purpose of having offspring.) Having obtained the Fruit of Knowledge, Adam met his wife lilnE lilnE ,degarnE .nÃaC a ³Ãvell ol y they from the Garden of Eden, the Abode of Gods. Man Before the Deluge: But humanity, cast by itself, took with him the knowledge he acquired: breeding sheep, agriculture, metallurgy. There were cities
built by Cain and its line east of Mesopotamia. But a series of murders condemned this line of humanity. Then began a purer line with Seth; and in the days of his descendant Enosh, mankind was allowed to return to the land of the gods. It was then that the temples and worship and the priesthood began. Prelude to Disaster: It was then—in the words
of the Book of Genesis and its Sumerian origins—that the sons of the gods began to cohabit with the daughters of Man. Enlil was enraged by the contamination of the racial purity of the gods. He saw his opportunity to get rid of humanity by climate change. A new Ice Age was being developed, about 75,000 years ago. The weather became more dry,
harder. The crops failed. There was hunger and Enlil decreed that the food was retained from the earthlings. Ea clandestinely helped humanity, mainly with sea fish. But hunger spread; there was cannibalism. Humanity was decimated, but not finished. The Flood - The Gods Flee Earth: By letting mankind perish, the Nephilim were shaken by amazing
news. Its scientific station in the southern hemisphere reported that the ice sheet on the Antarctic continent was beginning to change, slipping through its own belly. The Anunnaki, on the mother ship in orbit, confirmed the danger: as the 12th Planet approached the Earth, its gravitational attraction would give the ice sheet the fatal stains; and as the
ice sheet would slide into the ocean, a vast wave of tide would wrap the Earth! Swearing to keep the calamity to come a secret of humanity, the Nefilim prepare to escape from theon your ship and let all flesh perish. Once again, Ea frustrates the plan by revealing the secret to a faithful Earth, Noah. It shows you howsesoid sesoid sol .C.a 0083 ed
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